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PRACTICAL SUPERCONDUCTOR DEVELOPMENT FOR ELECTRICAL
POWER APPLICATIONS

SEMIANNUAL REPORT - OCTOBER 1989,JUNE 1990

Abstract

Development of useful high-critical-temperature (high-Tc) superconductors requires
synthesis of superconducting compounds; fabrication of wires tapes, and films from these
compounds; production of composite structures that incorporate stabilizers or insulators;
and design and testing of efficient components. This report describes technical progress
of research and development efforts aimed at producing superconducting components
based on the Y-Ba-Cu, Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu, and Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu oxide systems. Topics discussed are
synthesis and heat treatment of high-Ta superconductors; formation of monolithic and
composite wires and tapes; investigation of superconductor/metal connectors;
characterization of structures and superconducting and mechanical properties; and
fabrication and properties of thin films. Collaboration with industry and academia is also
documented.
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1 Introduction

The program at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) includes both hulk and thin-film
processing development directed toward improving the properties of high-Ta
superconductors and developing fabrication methods fcr production of commercial
conductors. Establishment of team relationships with industrial and academic partners is
integral to this program. The objective of the ANL program is to develop methods to
fabricate and use structurally reliable high-Ta superconductors for generation,
transmission, and storage of electrical energy. Ceramic processing, fabrication, and joining
techniques are being developed to provide useful conductors from one or several of the
high-To superconductors. Work has focused on superconductors based on yttrium-
barium-copper oxide (YBCO), bismuth-strontium-calcium-copper oxide (BSCCO), and
thallium-barium-calcium-copper oxide (TBCCO).

There are several requirements for monolithic and composite conductors that are
fabricated in the form of wires, tapes, films, and other shapes. The conductors must be
capable of carrying large currents in the presence of large magnetic fields and must be
strong, flexible, and chemically and cryogenically stable. Potential applications for such
conductors include transmission lines, motors, generators, transformers, magnetic energy
storage devices, and electronics. The principal impediments to the use of bulk high-Ta
superconductors are low critical current density (Jo) and poor mechanical properties.
Processing methods for the improvement of both have been, and will continue to be,
developed. The goals of ceramic fabrication include promoting high conductivity by
obtaining phase-pure materials and imparting favorable grain alignment, maximizing flux
pinning through microstructural control, and increasing flexibility and reliability by
minimizing microstructural flaws and optimizing the toughness of each material.

This report reviews the technical progress in and status of (1) synthesis and heat
treatment of high-Ta superconductors: (2) forming of monolithic and composite wires and
tapes; (3) design and fabrication of superconductor/metal connections; (4) characterization
of superconducting and electrical properties, microstructures, and mechanical properties;
and (5) fabrication and property evaluations of thin films. Interactions with industry and
academia are also documented.

2 Technical Progress in 1989-1990

2.1 Synthesis and Heat Treatment

2.2.1 Y-Ba-Cu-O System

During this time period, much of the effort was concentrated in the synthesis of large
batches of phase-pure orthorhombic YBCO powders. During calcination of the YBCO
precursor, simultaneous decomposition of BaCO3 and reaction among the three constituent
oxides form the desired perovskite phase. CO2 released by decomposition of BaCO3 can,
however, react with YBCO to form BaCO3, Y20 3 , CuO, and Y2Cu2O5, depending on temper-
ature. We have developed a synthesis route to obtain phase-pure orthorhombic YBCO
powders at 800*C in flowing 02 at reduced pressure. We have optimized heating rates and
oxygen flow rates to synthesize large batches (~1.2 kg) of powder. The powders produced
by the reduced pressure calcination technique were found to be pure by X-ray diffraction,

differential thermal analysis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission
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electron microscopy (TEM). In addition, magnetic susceptibility and Tc and J measure-
ments indicated that superconducting qualities were good.

Properties of YBCO superconductors depend strongly on sintering temperature and
atmosphere. CO2 is a common atmospheric contaminant. Also, CO2 will evolve during the
heating of YBCO that contains organics (binders, dispersants, solvents, etc.) and/or residual
carbonates left in the powder. Therefore, we have investigated the effect of C02-
containing atmospheres during sintering of superconductors. Je decreased as the C02
content in the sintering atmosphere was increased. High-resolution electron microscopy
showed two types of grain boundary phases: about 10% of the boundaries contained BaCuO2
and BaCO3; the remaining boundaries contained nonsuperconducting tetragonal phases.
YBCO decomposed completely into several phases as the C02 content was increased to
about 5%.

Large batches of phase-pure orthorhombic YBa2Cu3Oy (124) have been synthesized by
the low-pressure calcination technique. 124 has a more thermally stable oxygen content
than 123 up to =820*C. Intragrain Jc (at 70 K) was =10s A/cm2 at zero field and 2 x 103
A/cm2 at 4 T. 124 decomposes into 123 and CuO; we have carefully controlled this
decomposition and obtained uniformly distributed, fine precipitates (50-250 A) of CuO in a
123 matrix. These fine precipitates will act as flux-pinning sites. Electrical measurements
on these samples are in progress.

Reduced oxygen partial pressure conditions have also been used in sintering YBCO
samples. Sintering the pellets at =885*C in 1% 02/balance N2 followed by annealing in 02
at -450*C gave the best results. The Jc in zero field at 77 K is about 1000 A/cm2

(Balachandran et al., 1989). We have used this technique to make current leads capable of
carrying more than 1500 A. Using the vacuum-calc.ned powder and sintering in reduced
oxygen partial pressure, or P(02 ), we have fabricated a prototype coil by joining 15 rings.
This coil, with an air core, had the capability of producing a 2.5 x 10-3 T field.

YBCO samples were zone-melted to induce texturing. Transport Jc of more than 8 x
103 A/cm2 was measured in a field of 1 T at 77 K. Pulsed current measurement showed a

transport Jc above 4 x 104 A/cm2 at 77 K in zero field. YBCO/Ag samples were also zone-
melted; their microstructures contain large silver and 211 precipitates within YBCO grains.
Transport Je significantly degraded when Ag content exceeded 5 vol.%. The results are in
contrast to sintered samples in which no degradation in Jc has been observed up to
15 vol.% Ag.

Work during this period has concentrated on understanding the effects of heat
treatment, including time, temperature, and environment, on the microstructure and
resulting properties of YBCO extruded wires. The YBCO powder was prepared by vacuum
calcination. The powder was mixed with appropriate solvent, dispersant, binder, and
plasticizer, and wires (1.15 mm in diameter) were extruded.

The extruded wires were heat-treated in 100% flowing oxygen at various temperatures
and lengths of time to obtain dense microstructure. The goal was to form fine-grained
specimens with improved mechanical and superconducting properties. Heat treatment
included a very slow binder burn-out step (<240*C ), followed by a slow heat-up to
sintering temperature (910-950*C) and a slow cool-down to 450*C. Subsequently, these
specimens were annealed at 450*C for 12 h in 100% flowing oxygen. Sintering time was
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varied between 10 and 20 h. As expected, density increased with sintering temperature
and time, specifically from =79% to 98% of theoretical when the sintering temperature
was increased from 910 to 950*C. Typical grain structures for specimens sintered at
different temperatures and times are shown in Fig. 1. As shown in the figure, grain size
increased with sintering temperature. The size was determined by measuring the length
of the grains on typical optical micrographs. Table 1 shows the values obtained for density,
grain size, room-temperature strength, liquid-nitrogen-temperature strength, and critical
current density. Strength was measured in a three-point bending mode, and critical
current density was measured by a standard four-probe technique.

It can be seen that the grain size decreases with decreasing sintering temperature and
that a fine microstructure (2.5 m average grain size) is obtained at 910*C. However,
specimens sintered at 910 C have an unacceptably low density of 79%. As observed in
Table 1, the specimens sintered in the temperature range of 925-950*C have densities of
more than 90% of theoretical. For these specimens, strength increases with decreasing
grain size despite a slight density decrease. This observation is consistent with the well-
known inverse dependence of strength on grain size. The increase in strength is due to a
decrease in undesirable internal residual stress with decreasing grain size. For specimens
sintered at 910*C, a further decrease in grain size does not result in an additional increase
in strength because of a large decrease in density. It is to be noted that the strength is high
even at such a low density, probably due to a very fine-grained microstructure.

Strength at liquid-nitrogen temperature was observed to be =10% higher than that at
room temperature. This is believed to be due to suppression of subcritical growth of the
inherent failure-causing flaws because crack growth is a thermally activated process.

As seen in Table 1, for specimens sintered in the temperature range of 925-950*C,
critical current density shows a tendency toward inverse dependence on grain size,
despite decreasing density with decreasing grain size. Further studies are needed before
any firm conclusions can be drawn.

To decrease grain size while maintaining high density, an effort has been initiated to
sinter YBCO specimens at low P(0 2 ), i.e., 102 to 5 x 104 Pa. Initial sintering results at low

P(0 2 ) indicate that high densities can be achieved at low temperature (910*C) while
maintaining a small grain microstructure. This results in much improved strength; values
as high as 190 MPa have been achieved for specimens sintered at 910*C for 10 h. These
specimens had densities of =91% of theoretical and an average grain size of 2.2 jm.

Further studies are currently underway to evaluate the effects of silver additions on the
mechanical and superconducting properties of specimens sintered at low temperatures
under reduced P(0 2 ).

2.2.2 Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O System

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox (Te = 85 K) of very good phase purity has recently been synthesized.
The actual composition of the superconducting phase is Sr-deficient and slightly Bi- and
Ca-excess. Use of low-pressure synthesis and precisely adjusted compositions has enabled
powder of improved phase purity to be synthesized. Because of intergrowths characteristic
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Table 1. Property Data for YBCO Sintered at Different Temperatures and Times

Density
Temp. (*C)/ Grain Length Strength (MPa) J (% of theo-

Time (h) ( m) Room Temp. Liquid N2  (A/cm2 ) retical)

910/ 10 2.5 120 10 134 17 45 79

925/10 6.2 141 8.5 156 5.0 250 91

935/12 16.4 91 7.0 95 8.5 170 95

935/20 16.5 95 6.0 95 9.5 210 95

950/20 23.2 83 5.5 95 7.5 150 98

of the BSCCO system, claims of phase-pure compounds are reserved until sufficient
atomic-resolution TEM evidence can be obtained. Bulk specimens have been formed and
processed by sintering in the solid state. A recent application for these specimens is
targets for thin film fabrication (Kampwirth et al., 1989).

Work is continuing in the Pb-doped BSCCO system. In addition to the synthesis of
(Bi,Pb)SrCaCu i.8Oy with a zero-resistance Te of 107 K, the other high-To compound,
Bil.7Pbo.3Sr2Ca2Cu3OZ, is now also being made. These powders are to be used in powder-
in-tube processing.

2.2.3 TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O System

Melting of T1 20 and evolution of TI oxides are the most important considerations in
processing TBCCO superconductors. Many researchers begin with T-excess mixtures to
compensate for Ti evolution at high temperatures. Efforts at ANL have focused on
encapsulation to avoid Ti volatilization. This approach is necessary for fabrication because
of the impracticality of altering formulations as volatilization changes with every geometry
used. The ANL procedure begins by forming oxide precursors of the Ca, Ba, and Cu
species: Ca2CuO3, "Ba2CuO3," and Ba2Cu3O5. Pure precursors can be made by calcining in
air from 900 to 950*C. Encapsulation can be successful because no CO2 is evolved during
heating.

Several superconducting compounds exist in the TBCCO system. Deviations from ideal
stoichiometry are extensive, however, and phase-pure materials have not yet been
synthesized. Work by several research groups has shown that nearly phase-pure
"Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3OX" can be formed if excess Ti is used. Work at ANL has shown that
compounds deficient in TI yield equivalent phase purities and T values. The advantage of
the Tl-deficient compositions is that evolution of Ti-containing species is greatly reduced.

Pending an internal safety review, wires and thick films will be fabricated from TBCCO.
The zero-resistance Te of the powder to be used is about 120 K.
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2.2 Bulk Conductor Production

2.2.1 Monolithic Conductors

Two developments now allow fabrication of large, multilayer YBCO coils by extrusion:
optimization of a method for coating YBCO wire with Y2BaCuO5 (211) as an insulator, and
use of reduced pressure during the firing of coils to prevent the decomposition of YBCO.
In extrusion, YBCO powder is mixed with several additives to make a formulation that has
enough fluidity to be easily formed into various shapes, but that still has satisfactory
strength in the green state. Silver is added to improve the mechanical properties of YBCO,
and the mixture is milled to provide a more sinterable powder. After allowing some
solvent to evaporate from the mixture, a plastic mass is obtained and is then forced
through a die at high pressure to give a YBCO/Ag superconducting wire. In the green state
(i.e., before firing), extruded wires exhibit great flexibility and can be easily formed into a
coil.

To make multilayer coils, the YBCO/Ag wire must be coated with an insulator to prevent
electrical shorts between layers. After extrusion, the YBCO/Ag superconductor is coated
with insulator by passing it through a slurry of 211 contained in a vessel that allows for a
slight overpressure on the slurry to aid in its delivery to the wire. The wire is then wound
onto a mandrel to provide the multilayer coil. The composition of the 211 slurry has been
optimized by identifying a solvent/binder system that dries rapidly enough to prevent the
coating from running during drying and to prevent attack of the green YBCO/Ag wire by the
solvent, but not so rapidly that the coating cracks and flakes. A stabilizing layer of silver
can also be applied with the same solvent/binder system. With this method, coils have
been produced with up to 12 layers of wire coated with both silver and 211.

In the green state, superconducting coils contain =10 wt.% organics. Before the green
coil can be made into a useful superconductor, however, the organics must be completely
removed without damaging the superconductor. Incomplete removal of the organics can
cause decomposition of the superconductor or leave carbon-rich material at grain
boundaries, either of which will degrade superconducting properties. Organics can easily
be removed by thermal decomposition at 240-350*C, but if the decomposition proceeds
too rapidly, the coils can bloat severely and, in some cases, even explode. In firing any
ceramic, it is important to control the rate at which organics are removed, but it is
especially important in firing YBCO, which decomposes in the presence of CO2 and H 2 0
(Gao et al., 1990), two products that are formed during decomposition of organics.

Figure 2 is a plot of the concentration ratio C02/Ar as a function of time, measured with
a mass spectrometer during the firing of a superconducting coil at reduced total pressure
(2.6 x 102 Pa). The plot suggests that, for the most part, the organics decomposed at
=270*C and were completely removed by =300*C. This is consistent with weight-loss
measurements that were also made. The second peak in Fig. 2, at a higher temperature, is
believed to result from organics that volatilize at the low temperature but do not
decompose to form CO2. Instead, they condense on cool portions of the furnace and
decompose later when that portion of the furnace reaches a higher temperature.
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Fig. 2. Analytical Results of Gas Evolved during the Firing of Extruded Coils. Results

show that most of the organics decompose in the temperature range 280-

300* C.

When superconducting coils are fired at a reduced total pressure, the concentrations of
C02, CO, and H20 are minimized, and YBCO does not decompose. But when coils are fired
at ambient pressure, the harmful gaseous, products accumulate and lead to decomposition
of YBCO. To demonstrate this, YBCO powder was mixed with the same organics that are
used in extrusion, and the mixture was fired in flowing oxygen either at ambient or
reduced pressure (2.6 x 102 Pa). Two different powders were used: powder produced by
solid-state reaction at reduced pressure, and powder produced by a liquid-mix technique.
Samples were taken from the mixtures at 240, 300, and 350*C, and their X-ray patterns
were obtained. Figures 3 and 4 are schematic illustrations of the major peaks in these
patterns. Figure 3 shows that when the YBCO/organic mixtures were fired at ambient
pressure, both samples of YBCO decomposed, the liquid-mix powder at 240*C and the
solid-state powder at 300*C. However, firing at reduced pressure (see Fig. 4) did not
cause. the YBCO to decompose. Figure 4 shows that the relative intensities of peaks varied
with temperature, but that the YBCO did not decompose. The patterns at 240 and 350*C
indicate highly oxygenated YBCO, whereas the pattern at 300*C indicates oxygen-deficient
YBCO (Wong-Ng et al.. 1987). This is consistent with measurements that showed a weight
gain between 300 and 350*C and suggests that as the organics are oxidized in the temper-
ature range of 240-300*C, they remove oxygen from the YBCO. Once the organics have
been completely removed (above 300*C). YBCO regains the lost oxygen and shows an
increase in weight. These results indicate that firing at reduced total pressure prevents
the decomposition of YBCO, a finding that is important to the fabrication of multilayer coils.
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Table 2 shows the firing conditions for five coils made by these technique:, together
with their critical current densities and the magnetic field generated at the center of the
coil when the coil was operating just below its critical current. Also shown for two coils
are the magnetic fields generated across the gap of an iron core (gap -6 mm). Com-
parison of the data for Coils 1 and 2 illustrates the chemical compatibility of 211 and YBCO.
The coils were fired under identical conditions, but Coil 2 was coated with 211 and Coil 1
was not. The similarity in critical current density demonstrates that the 211 coating does
not deteriorate the superconductor. To test the effectiveness of 211 as an insulator, a
winding at the center of Coil 4 was cut after critical current density was measured. After

cutting the winding, the current between layers was immeasurably small. Coil 5 showed

I I
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the best performance of the superconducting coils produced to date and was used as the
field winding in a small DC motor built by Reliance Electric Company (Edmonds et al.,
1990). In tests at ANL made at 77 K, the coil generated a lield of 7.3 x 10-3 T with an air

core, and 3.3 x 10-2 T across a 6-mm gap of an iron core. When the cryogen temperature
was decreased to 73 K by bubbling helium gas through the liquid nitrogen, the magnetic
field across the gap in the iron core increased to 4.2 x 10-2 T The increase in field was

due to the improvement in superconducting properties that resulted from a decrease in
temperature.
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Table 2. Description and Properties of Five Superconductor Coils and
Their Firing Conditions

Coil Jc Magnetic Field (1)
Description Conditions (A/cm2 ) Air Core Iron Corea

it1 760Omm Hg 120 1.9 x 10-3  -
Uncoated 910*C
25 turns

Coil 2 760 mm Hg 130 2.0 x 10-3

211-Coated 910*C
25 turns

Coil 3 2 mm Hg 225 3.6 x 10- 3  1.6 x 10- 2 (77 K)
Uncoated 875*C
21 turns

Qi 4 10 mm Hg 150 4.2 x 10- 3  -
211-Coated 875*C

2 layers
42 turns

Coil 5 10 mm Hg 150 7.3 x 10-3 4.2 x 10-2 (73 K)
211-Coated 875*C 3.3 x 10-2 (77 K)

5 layers
75 turns

aGap ~1/ 4 in. (~ 6 .4 mm).

2.2.2 Composite Conductors

High-temperature superconductors processed in Ag tubes in Japan have reportedly
produced Je values of about 104 A/cm2 (Osamura et al., 1989). Je values of about 3000-
4000 A/cm2 appear to be reproducible; higher Je values have not been adequately
confirmed. (All measurements were taken at 77 K in the absence of a magnetic field.)
Advantages of powder-in-tube processing include obtaining high green densities, which
obviates the need for high sintering temperatures; protection of the superconductor from
atmospheric exposure; and possible stabilization of the superconductor by the metallic
sheath.

At ANL, research has included swaging (Shi and Goretta, 1989) and rolling operations
(Balachandran et al., 1990: Goretta et al., 1990c). For both YBCO and Bi-based supercon-
ductors, the results to date can be readily summarized. Swaging may be done with large
areal reductions per pass. Rolling must be done with deformation limited to 10%
reduction per pass. If larger reductions are attempted, tensile stresses induce transverse
cracks, and low Jc values are the result. Proper heat treatment has yielded excellent,
low-resistance YBCO/Ag interfaces. The BSCCO/Ag interfaces have higher resistance, and
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work is underway to modify heat treatment times and atmospheres in order to improve the
interfaces.

The microstructures developed to date have been only modestly textured. T and Jc
values have been virtually identical to those of pressed pellets. The highest 77-K, zero-
field Je has reached 3500 A/cm2 (Shi et al., 1989). Advantages of powder-in-tube
processing appear to be the ease with which long continuous lengths can be formed and
the possibility of stabilization through the metallic sheath. Because this method of wire
fabrication is highly directional, favorable texturing may be possible (Hikata et al., 1989;
Osamura et al., 1989; Heine et al., 1989). To date, only modest texturing has been
imparted: current work is focusing on obtaining greater extents of particle alignment. The
two approaches are (1) use of powders with higher aspect ratios and (2) processing with
an intermediate hcat treatment to increase net plasticity and allow favorable grain growth.

2.2.3 Thick Films

Novel microstructures can be produced by melt-solidification processing of YBCO and
BSCCO thick films. Crystal growth kinetics are highly anisotropic, with fastest growth in
the a-b plane. As a result, plate-like grains with large aspect ratios are commonly
observed in the microstructures of high-Ta materials. The kinetics of heterogeneous
nucleation and growth favor propagation of the a-b direction along the substrate plane.
Highly textured microstructures are developed for BSCCO thick films by this process.

Thick films of YBCO and BSCCO were fabricated by applying a highly viscous slurry
composed of a superconducting powder and an organic solvent. A dispersant was used to
deflocculate particles and enhance rheological properties. The slurries were painted on
Ag, Au, or MgO substrates and dried at 60*C for 4 h. The specimens were subsequently
fired at high temperature and characterized by SEMI and X-ray diffraction.

Powders of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox (2212) and B4Sr3Ca3Cu6Ox (4336) were used in this study.
X-ray diffraction data showed that the major phase for the 4336 composition was
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox. Small amounts of the superconducting phase B12Sr2CuOx (T = 10 K) and
of the nonsuperconducting phases CaO, Ca2CuO3, and CuO were also found. The major
phase in the 2212 composition was B12Sr2CaCu2Ox. Several low-intensity diffraction peaks
could not be identified as the 2212 compound (Fig 5).

For both compositions, a highly oriented structure was observed from X-ray diffraction
patterns. The c-axis of the crystal lattice was found to be perpendicular to the plane of the
thick film. Figure 6 shows that the highest diffracted X-ray intensities occur at the (001)
indices. Scanning electron microscopy revealed a plate-like morphology with the grains
parallel to the substrate plane.

YBCO thick films were deposited on Au and single-crystal MgO substrates. The incon-
gruent melting point of YBCO was about 970*C in an 0.01 02/0.99 N2 mixture. Large
grains, with areas approaching 4 mm2 , can be grown with the a-b plane of the crystal
parallel to the substrate. Scanning electron microscopy revealed that the large YBCO
grains contained inclusions of 211 and were surrounded by a Cu-rich phase. Grain
alignment was observed from X-ray diffraction; however, the degree of orientation was not
as high for the YBCO films as for the BSCCO films.
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2.2.4 Sol-Gel Films

High-Ta superconducting (YBCO) films have been synthesized by a sol-gel process.
Metal acetates were dissolved in water, and ethanolamine was used as a gelling agent. The
solution was sprayed on a silver polycrystalline substrate that was heated to 300*C, thus
forming a smooth and continuous film. The film was then fired to 900*C to produce the
YBCO phase.

Thermal analysis has shown that most of the solvent evaporation and some organic
decomposition occurs below 240*C (Fig. 7). Excess water is trapped in films that are
deposited on substrates below 260*C, and subsequent heat treatment will result in cracked
films. Spray-coating between 260-550*C results in uniform, crack-free films. If coating
must be done at low temperature (below 240*C), the film must be moved to a higher-
temperature environment (above 550*C) directly after each thin coating and recycled to
build up the desirable thickness. Coatings on higher-temperature substrates produce
higher-quality films. However, at higher temperature, the rate of coating deposition
decreases. Therefore, determination of the proper substrate temperature and deposition
rate is very important in deposition of sol-gel coatings.

X-ray diffraction shows that films produced on silver polycrystal substrates are
oriented with the crystallographic c-axis perpendicular to the plane of the substrate and
demonstrates that oriented films can be prepared on substrates other than single crystals
or lattice-match substrates (Fig. 6). Orientation is lessened as the sintering temperature is
decreased from 900*C.

Microstructural analysis has revealed that the films are homogeneous and have particle
sizes of 1 to 2 m. Critical current densities of 500 to 1000 A/cm2 have been measured at
77 K in zero applied magnetic field. The oxygen stoichiometry relationship with c-axis
orientation intensity has been measured by wavelength and Raman spectroscopy.

2.3 Properties of Bulk High-Tc Superconductors

2.3.1 Characterization Methods

Ceramic superconductor samples produced by ANL are characterized to guide improve-
ment of chemical formulations and forming and processing procedures. High-Te products
fabricated by ANL for use by others also are characterized to evaluate their performance.
Typically, the property of primary interest is DC transport critical current (lc) or critical
current density (Jo), each measured as a function of the intensity of an applied magnetic
field. Selected samples are tested to find the critical temperature, AC resistance.
structural defects, or strength of diamagnetic response.

2.3.2 Screening Tests

Je tests have been continued at an average rate of 125 new samples each month.
Substantial differences among batches of bulk material or formed products necessitate
continual screening. The standard four-point resistance method was used with a 1-V/cm

Je criterion. Jc values of 100-1000 A/cm2 were commonly found in tests of polycrystalline
materials at 77 K. Sensitivities of Je to applied magnetic fields near zero field ranged from
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0.5 to 10% per gauss. The sensitivities were much less at higher field values (100-2000
gauss), but Je values were reduced to 10-50 A/cm2. (However, Je was both high and rather
insensitive to magnetic fields for melt-textured samples described elsewhere in this
report.) Specific results of interest are included below.

2.3.3 Metallic Electrical Contacts on Ceramic Superconductors

Mechanically strong contacts of very low resistance were needed for superconductors
to be used at high current levels, e.g., 50 A. Development and testing of two types of such
contacts were completed in this reporting period.

Tests were completed of pressure-bonded contacts developed by Maroni et al. (see
Poeppel, 1989) and applied to flat surfaces of ceramic superconductors at 120*C. On flat
rings of YBCO + ! 5 vol.% Ag at 77 K, contact resistances were found to be below the level of
detection set by the metallic connections at the contacts, and bond strengths were
adequate. Such contacts are advantageous for previously fired ceramic components that
might be impaired by reheating to temperatures much above 120*C, as is required by an
alternative contacting technique (see below). A limitation of pressure contacts arises from
the requirement of a nearly ideal contact surface geometry; surfaces must mate very well.

Contacts consisting of thick silver pads fused to the ceramic were developed and
applied to superconductor rings, coils, and bars. A slip of silver powder in a viscous
organic medium was painted on superconductor products in either the green or fired state
at sites where contacts were desired and then furnace-fused to the product. A minimum
firing temperature of 750*C was needed for good adhesion. Preferably, the silver slip was
applied to the green product and sintered (at 875*C) with the ceramic. (Thus, the
property impairment often produced by reheating was avoided.) For YBCO, the material
was reoxygenated during cooling. The specific resistance of such contacts on ring samples
of YBCO + 15 vol.% Ag at 77 K was shown to be < 10 S2-cm2 and perhaps much lower.
With care, metallic connections were made to the thick pads with inexpensive Sn-Pb
solder. (Molten solder tends to dissolve the very thin silver deposits produced by
sputtering for other modes of low-resistance contacting.)

Custom-designed connectors for potential use as convenient means of superconductor
installation in practical assemblies were provided by J. C. Petlau, Inc. The copper
connectors were press-fitted on silver pads at the ends of bar samples provided by ANL.
Contact resistance was well below 1 S2 at each end. Solder could be added to prevent
contact degradation. Similar connectors could be used to implement the pressure
contacts described above.

2.3.4 Facilities Upgrades and Additions

Cryostat apparatus suitable for tests in liquid helium was acquired. An initial test of
bulk YBCO showed that Jc at 4.2 K was nearly four times as great as at 77 K. A facility is
being added to enable tests at constant temperatures in the range 4.2-150 K and in
applied magnetic fields.

DC current supply facilities were upgraded to provide controlled currents up to 80 A
for tests of superconductor bars of 0.45-cm2 cross-sectional area. A large Helmholtz coil

apparatus was constructed and applied with the upgraded current supply in 77-K tests of
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bar samples (see above) to verify that Ic values were > 50 A in a 70-G field. The bars were
tested for use in the cryogenic connector produced for Westinghouse.

An AC resistance analyzer was constructed and applied to YBCO and YBCO + Ag coil
samples at 77 K. The apparatus was designed to eliminate the effects of sample inductance
on measurements. It was found that (1) use of 60-Hz current reduced the effective Ic
values by only 20% relative to those of DC current, on a power-loss basis of comparison,
and (2) AC resistance was approximately proportional to frequency.

2.3.5 Mechanical Properties

All-high-temperature superconductors have poor mechanical properties. In particular,
fracture toughness (K1C -- the ability of a material to resist fracture) is only about 1 MPa lm.
Structural ceramics have values of 4 or more, and toughened ceramics can have K1C values
of up to 20 MPa 1m. As described above, additions of particulate Ag improve Kc
appreciably. A second approach, addition of ZrO2 , has recently been shown as successful in
improving K1C (see, for example, Becher, 1986). While ZrO2 toughens many ceramics, it
is not compatible with YBCO; the two compounds react to form BaZrO3, and a
semiconductor results (Goretta et al., 1990b).

The problem of reaction between YBCO and ZrO2 has been mitigated by additions of
Y2BaCuO5 (211), which is compatible with YBCO. In preliminary experiments, addition of
10 vol.% ZrO2 improved Kic to 3 MPa'Im, triple the value of pure YBCO. By adding 3 vol.%
211 in addition to the ZrO2 , superconductivity is maintained (Goretta et al., 1990a). Te is
reduced only 1-2 K; systematic Je measurements are pending.

Future work will concentrate on reducing the amount of 211 needed through use of
211 coatings on ZrO2, on increasing KIC further through optimized processing, and on
determining effects on J of these additions.

2.4 Thin Films

Practical high-Ta superconductors (HTS) must reliably carry high current densities in a
flexible conductor: thin films have demonstrated this potential. The purpose of this task is
to explore low-temperature, nonepitaxial growth of high-Ta thin films on practical
substrates in a manner compatible with continuous fabrication of long wires and tapes. The
high formation temperature needed for high-Tc superconductors can lead to substrate
interdiffusion and loss of the highly volatile species. This program specifically addresses
novel processing of films in a single-step, low-temperature sputter deposition. Optical in-
situ analyses, which are compatible with all forms of vapor deposition, are used to
efficiently evaluate such processes. This study concentrates on the Bi- and Tl-based
cuprate materials because they achieve good superconducting properties without the need
for single-crystal, epitaxial substrates. Ex-situ analyses include scanning and TEM.
Finally, this study specifically addresses deposition onto practical substrates and
continuous processing of wires and tapes, in one of many collaborations.
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2.4.1 Technical Progress

Facilities

A recently completed chamber with four sputter guns is compatible with in-situ X-ray
fluorescence and diffraction analyses of the composition and structure of high-Ta films.
The in-situ X-ray fluorescence system has been built and is currently used for routine,
accurate, and reproducible compositional analysis. An existing system has been outfitted
for laser ablation and in-situ annealing. A variable-temperature cryostat with computerized
data acquisition, used for routine measurements of resistive transitions and Jc, has been
significantly upgraded. Another variable-temperature cryostat with computerized data
acquisition has been outfitted with a sample rotation stage in an 1 1-T magnet for
measuring resistive transitions and Jc. A complete setup for TEM specimen preparation
has been installed, including dimpling and ion-milling. And a hollow-cathode sputtering
system has been built.

Research

Further progress has been made toward one-step, low-temperature fabrication of
BSCCO thin films, with Tc approaching 65 K. Ex-situ X-ray fluorescence provides us with
a convenient, reproducible, and accurate nondestructive technique for compositional
analysis. The results are verified by wet-chemical analysis and the use of single-crystal
standards. From TEM and SEM studies, we correlate Tc with microstructure and find that
Te is very sensitive to substrate temperature, Ts. We also find segregation in this complex
system into second phases that seem to result from off-stoichiometry rather than
kinetically limited growth. We have begun studies using activated oxygen from ozone or an
electron-cyclotron-resonance source. These appear promising, but because film
composition, especially Bi, varies dramatically with Ts and oxidizing conditions, the
present use of composite target sputtering limits our flexibility. Nonetheless,
improvements in reproducibility, film smoothness and homogeneity, and a further
lowering of Ts to ~650 0 C have been recorded.

To overcome the limitations of the composite target sputtering, the four-sputter-gun
system will allow the metallic elements to be individually varied. This will offer
unprecedented capabilities when our X-ray fluorescence compositional analysis is installed
in the system to control the individual elemental sputter guns. Our preliminary studies of
novel processing by activated oxygen, pulsed laser annealing, etc., can be conducted with
far greater efficiency when proper stoichiometry can be easily maintained. We will also
definitively answer the crucial question of whether segregation occurs because of off-
stoichiometry.

Studies of transport properties and the limitations due to fluctuations have been
studied in thin films of postannealed TBCCO. While these films have achieved Je values of
4 x 104 A/cm2 at 2 T and 32 K, it is clear that the limitations at higher fields and
temperatures are due to the fluctuation-broadened resistive transition. A comprehensive
study of the current-voltage dependences, I(V), implies that the characteristic signatures
of loss onsets at well-defined critical currents would exhibit far weaker temperature and
field dependences if they could be measured without the superposed fluctuation effects.
We are addressing the origins of these fluctuations: while activated flux motion is generally

assumed for high-Ta materials, we have evidence for another mechanism, Josephson
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coupling, when the field is parallel to the CuO2 planes. The importance for applications is
that irradiation-introduced defects will enhance flux pinning and reduce flux motion but
may also create deleterious Josephson junctions.

2.4.2 Status

Facilities

The four-gun sputtering chamber will be fitted with the in-situ X-ray fluorescence and
diffraction analyses systems that permit study of the composition and structure of high-Te
films during growth. The hollow-cathode sputtering facility will be expanded for con-
tinuous deposition of high-Ta films. We will include a wide-beam ion source in our ion mill
for dry-etching patterns in high-Ta films.

Research

We are particularly interested in investigating novel in-situ processing of the growing
film. Examples include very rapid thermal annealing of the surface and low-energy ion and
neutral beam surface modifications. The key idea is to minimize heating of the
film/substrate interface in order to avoid interdiffusion and degradation of the film. This
research will include evaluation of activated oxygen sources. Evaluation of novel processing
techniques will be enhanced by ex-situ high-resolution secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS), which allows images of the lateral distribution of elements with 20 nm resolution,
and by in-situ X-ray analyses. In addition to compositional analysis, the in-situ X-rays can
potentially provide structural information from energy-dispersive Bragg scattering. By
working at a glancing angle of incidence, each probe can be sensitive to thin surface layers
(perhaps 10 nm) to evaluate the growing thin film. High-resolution SIMS, together with
transverse-section TEvI, are crucial to detailed studies of segregation of the complex Bi-
and T-based cuprate high-Tc. We will also study the equilibrium phases to see if growth
kinetics can overcome inadequacies of the equilibrium-phase diagram to form the
materials in films at low temperatures in a single step.

Considerable efforts will also focus on increasing the Jc by minimizing large spatial
inhomogeneities in the film plane. The ex-situ analytical tools described above allow us to
see the structural -- and eventually compositional -- cross sections of films, and searches
will be made for impurity phases that may precipitate out as poorly conducting boundaries.
The key point is to eliminate inhomogeneities that degrade Jc, while maintaining the
necessary defects for flux pinning. To enhance flux pinning and increase Jc at higher
temperatures and fields, films of TBCCO and BSCCO will be neutron-irradiated to create
fine-scale inhomogeneities to act as pinning centers. An important consideration is
whether the fluctuation-broadening of the resistive transitions can be reduced by
irradiation.

Wires and/or tapes of BSCCO will be fabricated by hollow-cathode sputtering onto
practical substrates in lengths approaching 10 cm. Initially, these will be given the usual
postdeposition annealing and then tested for current-carrying capacity. An important
consideration is to scale the film thickness up to 5-10 gm. We will examine the potential
for using our in-situ processing in continuous deposition of wires and tapes, while a
parallel program will continue to modify and improve these processes.
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3 Interactions

We are involved in a collaborative project with the University of Illinois at Chicago
(UIC), High Tech Materials Research, Inc., and Shaped Wire, Inc., to develop high-Ta
superconducting wire. We sent vacuum-calcined YBCO powder to Professor Steven
Danyluk of UIC for packing in silver tubes. The YBCO/Ag composites were subsequently
shipped to Shaped Wire, Inc., for rolling. Heat treatment and characterization of the
rolled wire were carried out at ANL. Critical current densities at 77 K ranged from 100 to
200 A/cm2 . We are presently determining if oxidation of YBCO is limited by diffusion
through the silver sheath.

A microwave-resonant cavity was coated with a YBCO thick film and sent to
Northeastern University for insertion-loss measurements. Measurements at 10 GHz show
that the resistance of YBCO is lower than that of copper at 15 K. The cavity may make an
excellent band-pass filter for communication with deep space probes.

We have sent extruded YBCO wire with silver additions to Professor Paul McGinn of the
University of Notre Dame for zone-melting experiments. Microstructures of the zone
melted specimens consist of large silver and 211 precipitates within YBCO grains. Silver
precipitate size decreased with diminishing silver additions. Critical current densities of
more than 5500 A/cm2 were measured in applied fields of 8000 Oe at 77 K. The transport
properties significantly degraded for silver contents exceeding 5 vol.%. The results are in
contrast to sintered substrates in which no degradation in the Je has been observed up to
15 vol.% silver.

Specimens have been sent to Kay Youngdahl of Boeing Corporation for current
measurement in high magnetic fields. Preliminary results indicate that there is a region
above 100 G where J is independent of magnetic field; however, greater sensitivity in
voltage measurement will be needed to confirm the data. The results agree qualitatively
with Jack Ekin's work at the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

The purpose of the collaboration with Astronautics, Inc., is to explore the use of
ceramic YBCO bars as current leads for a Gifford-McMann refrigerator. The design of the
refrigerator provides two potential areas for application of bulk high-Ta superconductors.
The operational temperature of the first stage is between 15 and 50 K. The high-Te
superconductor current lead would provide 150 A in a 100-G field. The second region
would operate below 20 K in an external field of 1000 G.

We are interacting with Professor Deborah Chung of the State University of New York at
Buffalo in the area of carbon fiber high-Ta composite development. In a 30 vol.% fiber
composite, transport Je at 77 K and zero applied field is 400 A/cm2 . Tensile strength
=130 MPa at 300 K and 140 MPa at 77 K. Compressive strength perpendicular to the fiber
axis is 66 MPa.

We have sent more than 1 kg of 123 powder to Naval Surface Warfare Center in
Silver Spring, MD. They add silver by a melt process and return the powder to us for
processing of wires and coils. These samples were sintered under reduced total pressure
conditions, and a transport Jc of =750 A/cm2 was obtained.
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Within the STEPS program, we have agreed to characterize the superconducting
properties of films made at Sandia and Lawrence Berkeley laboratories and have sent our
TBCCO films to the Solar Energy Research Institute for analysis. Two pilot center

agreements have been established (with TRW on TEM microstructure and with MCC on
continuous deposition of wires and tapes by hollow-cathode sputtering), and we are
negotiating a third (with STI on processing of TBCCO). We also have an agreement with
Superconductive Components, Inc., to provide sputter targets made by hot isostatic
pressing. Neutron irradiation will be done at the Atominstitat in Vienna. In addition, in-
situ X-ray, thin-film patterning and high-resolution SIMS analyses are provided through

the National Science and Technology Center for Superconductivity (involving the
University of Chicago, Northwestern University, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). The NSF Center has also provided graduate students and ready access to
expertise in metallorganic chemical vapor deposition of high-Ta materials. A number of
other interactions are under discussion with industrial and university partners.
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